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Abstract—Protein tertiary structure defines its functions, clas-
sification and binding sites. Similar structural characteristics
between two proteins often lead to the similar characteristics
thereof. Determining structural similarity accurately in real
time is a crucial research issue. In this paper, we present
a novel and effective scoring scheme that is dependent on
novel features extracted from protein alpha carbon distance
matrices. Our scoring scheme is inspired from pattern recog-
nition and computer vision. Our method is significantly better
than the current state of the art methods in terms of fam-
ily match of pairs of protein structures and other statistical
measurements. The effectiveness of our method is tested on
standard benchmark structures. A web service is available at
http://research.buet.ac.bd:8080/Comograd/score.html where you
can get the similarity measurement score between two protein
structures based on our method.
Keywords—Pairwise protein structure comparison, scoring
function, structural similarity
I. INTRODUCTION
Pairwise protein structure comparison is a prerequisite
step to find structural neighbors of a protein. Protein tertiary
structure comparison and structural neighbor search have enor-
mous significance in many applications of modern structural
biology, drug discovery, drug design and other fields. This is
especially significant because a structure is more conserved
than the protein sequence [1]. Some of the major applications
in this regard include function prediction of novel protein,
topological clustering and classification of proteins [2], binding
site prediction [3], [4], drug screening [5] and protein based in
silico drug design [6]. Due to the present volume of available
known protein structures and the pace at which novel struc-
tures are being discovered with the advancement of modern
crystallographic technologies (X-ray, NMR), the demand for
better methods for automated structural comparison is more
than ever.
A lot of research works in the literature have focused
on protein structure comparison during the past few decades
[7], [8]. The main goal of all these proposed methods is to
find a similarity measurement (i.e., numeric score) between
two protein structures. In other words, these methods define
a useful scoring function with regards to the similarity or
dissimilarity of the structures under comparison. Most of the
scoring functions used in these methods are based on aligning
two structures under comparison with some set of rules and
constraints (e.g., distance constraints) or with some rotation.
These methods differ in alignment rules, constraints and the
functions used for calculating the score.
However, a major drawback of these approaches with re-
gards to the global structure similarity comparison is that these
are much sensitive to local structure dissimilarity. Furthermore,
these approaches need to find an optimal alignment before
computing the score despite that often there are no remarkable
alignment possible. Also finding proper alignment between two
protein structures is computationally expensive if the size of
the protein is large [9]. In spite of these inherent limitations
and drawbacks, there exist a number of such methods in the
literature and the most notable ones among these are DALI
[10], [11], CE [12], TM Align [13], [14] and SP Align [15].
Some interesting and appealing approaches have recently
been presented in the literature applying ideas from com-
putational geometry, graph theory, computer vision, pattern
recognition and machine learning. Most of these methods do
not align two structures beforehand to find the alignment score;
rather they use some smart feature sets to compute a score that
is representative of structural (dis)similarity. These approaches
are less sensitive to local structure dissimilarity and often
are computationally more efficient. Some of the well known
methods in this category are MatAlign [16] and MASASW [17].
All these attempts gave birth to various scoring methods
that answer how structurally (dis)similar two proteins are.
However, in the literature we find only a few reports providing
experimental verification of the statistical significance of these
scoring functions and methods. In this paper, we introduce and
analyze CoMOGPhog score, a new scoring function based on
the features presented in our prior work in [18]. We believe
the major potential advantage of CoMOGPhog score is its high
scalability, because, unlike the alignment based approaches
mentioned above, here the computation time does not depend
on the protein size. We analyze the statistical significance of
CoMOGPhog score with respect to a number of statistical
measures that are widely used in statistics and machine learn-
ing. We also compare the performance of our score with the
most popular methods and state of the art alignment scoring
approaches. The scoring module is available as a web service
at http://research.buet.ac.bd:8080/Comograd/score.html
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present
an extensive review of the related works to comprehend the
development in protein structure comparison in Section II . The
details of our method and materials are given in Section III.
Results and discussion on the findings are given in Section IV.
Finally we briefly draw conclusion in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
There exist a number of attempts in the literature to
compare protein structures as three dimensional objects su-
perimposing on one another. These methods opened up a path
to address this problem by proposing a score function based
on different distance metrics as a measure of the similarity
or dissimilarity. Global distance score (GDT) is one of the
notable classical methods to compare protein structures using
superimposing and to calculate a distance score of the align-
ment. Some of the major contributions on this field are briefly
reviewed below.
A. DALI
DALI [10], or distance alignment matrix method finds an
optimal alignment between two structures and then calculates
an alignment score. It breaks the input structure into hexapep-
tide fragments and calculates a distance matrix by evaluating
the contact patterns between successive fragments. [11].
Advanced methods of similar approach finds an optimal
alignment between two structure and then calculates some
alignment score. A common and popular structural alignment
method is the DALI [10], or distance alignment matrix method,
which breaks the input structures into hexapeptide fragments
and calculates a distance matrix by evaluating the contact
patterns between successive fragments. [11].
B. CE
CE or Combinatorial Extension method [12] is similar to
DALI in that it too breaks each structure in the query set into
a series of fragments that it then attempts to reassemble into
a complete alignment. A series of pairwise combinations of
fragments called aligned fragment pairs, or AFPs, are used to
define a similarity matrix through which an optimal path is
generated to identify the final alignment. Only AFPs that meet
given criteria for local similarity are included in the matrix as
a means of reducing the necessary search space and thereby
increasing efficiency [12]. However, in spite of having good
accuracy it is impossible to implement these two methods as
a real time web service due to their huge computational cost.
C. Sequential Structure Alignment Program
The SSAP (Sequential Structure Alignment Program)
method[19] uses double dynamic programming to produce a
structural alignment based on atom-to-atom vectors in structure
space. Instead of the alpha carbons typically used in structural
alignment, SSAP constructs its vectors from the beta carbons
for all residues except glycine, a method which thus takes
into account the rotameric state of each residue as well as its
location along the backbone. SSAP works by first constructing
a series of inter-residue distance vectors between each residue
and its nearest non-contiguous neighbors on each protein. A
series of matrices are then constructed containing the vector
differences between neighbors for each pair of residues for
which vectors were constructed. Dynamic programming ap-
plied to each resulting matrix determines a series of optimal
local alignments which are then summed into a ‘summary’
matrix to which dynamic programming is applied again to
determine the overall structural alignment.
D. FATCAT
FATCAT [20] or Flexible structure AlignmenT by Chaining
Aligned fragment pairs with Twists is a unique approach in a
sense that it took the structural rearrangements that the proteins
go through into account. This is different as in most methods
the structure is treated like a fixed body. In comparison with
other concurrent methods like FlexProt [21] and other rigid
body approaches it produced good results in most cases.
E. Geometric hashing method
Another direction in this field was taken by Shatsky et al.
in [22] where they used the geometric hashing method. They
took 3 atoms or 3 α-carbon atom triplets (both can be done)
from the protein chains. From n atoms, among nC3 triplets,
they take triplets with some restrictions. At this point they have
a set of triplets. Then they prepare a hash table with sides of
the triangle as keys to the hash table. Then they selectively
align atoms of the two chains using the hash table.
F. ProteinDBS
ProteinDBS [23] is another method that uses some common
features of CBIR (Content Based Image Retrieval) to compare
α-carbon distance matrix images. This method is much faster
than the previous ones as it compares only some specific image
features. Notably however, the feature preprocessing done by
ProteinDBS is computationally expensive.
TM-align and SP-align
TM-align [14], [24] is one of the most well known protein
structure alignment methods. It first finds an optimal alignment
and an alignment matrix and then computes the TM-Score as
a measure of structural similarity. Another notable method is
SP-Align [15] which employs a similar approach but differs
in the alignment algorithm and alignment score.
G. Other pattern recognition based approaches
There exist some other approaches that are based on pat-
tern recognition techniques. These approaches usually involve
feature extraction, feature translation and some distance score
measures. Perhaps, the most successful feature to this end is
the α-carbon distance matrix used by Marsolo et al. [25].
Marsolo et al. introduced a wavelet based approach that
resized the α-carbon distance matrices of the protein structures
before the actual comparison. In this method the α-carbon
matrix is considered as a gray scale image and 2D wavelet
decomposition is applied to resize the images to make the
feature scale invariant. This method reportedly outperformed
existing approaches at that time like DALI and CE, in terms
of retrieval accuracy, memory utilization and execution time.
This work is one of the prime motivations behind our work.
In the field of pattern recognition, the task of comparing
two entity is aided by feature extraction, feature translation
and some distance score measure with some distance metric.
Among the most successful features, alpha carbon distance
matrix is notable. The alpha carbon distance matrix maps
three dimensional structure into two dimensional matrix. It
is also rotation and translation invariant. There are some
methods used alpha carbon distance matrix as feature and their
(a) Domain d1n4ja (b) Extracted feature (c) Domain d2efva1 (d) Extracted feature
Fig. 1: Original and gray scale images of α-carbon distance matrix of 2 proteins d1n4ja and d2efva1. Representation of
β-sheets are shown in (a), (b) and (c), (d) show the α-helices
own customized distance metric and distance score calculation
algorithm. And there are some methods which extracted some
salient features from alpha carbon distance matrix and worked
on them.
H. MatAlign
MatAlign [16] is similar to the method of Marsolo et
al. [25]. It uses alignment of α-carbon distance matrix and
a score based on the alignment by dynamic programming.
MatAlign differs from the structure alignment approaches as
it does not align 3D structures directly; rather it aligns two
dimensional alpha carbon distance matrix images. Mirceva et
al. introduced MASASW [17] (Matrix Alignment by Sequence
Alignment within Sliding Window) that used Daubechies2
wavelet transform instead of Haar wavelet transform used by
Marsolo et al. As the name indicates, MASASW used sliding
window to reduce computation. Mirceva et al. have reported
that their method outperforms DALI, CE, MatAlign and some
other well known methods and also have shown that using
Daubechies2 wavelet gives better accuracy than Haar wavelets.
Very recently, in our previous work [18] we have presented
a super fast and accurate method to compare protein tertiary
structure using an approach based on pattern recognition and
computer vision.
In this paper, we attempt to use the same features for
structural similarity and compare the performance of our
method and statistical significance of distance score of our
feature against the most widely used structure alignment based
method TM-Align and SP-Align using some well known tools
of statistics and machine learning. The method have been
previously compared for accuracy and comparison time for
protein structure retrieval against MASASW in our previous
work [18].
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our method to protein structure similarity relies upon
extraction of features from the three dimensional tertiary struc-
ture. We have recently introduced two novel features named
Co-occurrence Matrix of the Oriented Gradient of Distance
Matrices (CoMOGrad) and Pyramid Histogram of Oriented
Gradient (PHOG) in [18]. These features are extracted from
the grayscale images of α-carbon distance matrix.
A. Representation of Structures
From a 3D protein structure we filter only the α-carbons.
Then we compute their distances from each other and get the
α-carbon distance matrix. This distance matrix is converted to
a grayscale image. The motivation behind this strategy is the
observation that the α helix and anti-parallel beta sheets appear
as dark lines parallel to the diagonal dark line and parallel beta
sheets appear as dark lines normal to the diagonal dark line
in that grayscale image. Furthermore, β-sheets of two strips
appear as one dark line normal to the diagonal; β sheets of
three strips appear as two dark lines normal to the diagonal
and one dark line parallel to the diagonal and so on. In general,
for a standard β-sheet, the number of points of co-occurrence
of parallel and anti-parallel diagonal lines depends on the
number of strips in the β-sheets. But as different structures
have different quantity of α-carbons, the matrix dimension
would be different. So we scale the distance matrices to the
same dimension. With Bi-cubic Interpolation we resize each
image to the nearest dimension that is a power of 2. Then we
apply Wavelet Transform to resize all the images to dimension
128× 128. We then take gradient image of the resized images
and extract CoMOGrad and PHOG features from the gradient
images as described in the following section. Fig. 1 shows the
tertiary structure of a protein and its gray scale equivalent.
B. CoMOGrad and PHOG
In our previous work [18], we have shown how to extract
the novel features CoMOGrad and PHOG. For the sake of
completeness here we briefly review the procedure. The gra-
dient angle and magnitude are computed from the gradient
of the images mentioned in the previous section. Because of
the continuous angle gradient values, we quantize those in 16
bins for CoMOGrad with bin size 22.5 degrees. These 16
bins provide us with the CoMOGrad feature vector having
256 features. To extract the Pyramid histogram of oriented
gradient (PHOG) [26], we create a quad tree with the original
image taken as the root. Each quad tree node has four children
with each child being one fourth of the image corresponding
to the parent. We take quad tree up to level 3 which gives
us 1+4+4*4+4*4*4=85 nodes. With 9 bins (of 40 degrees
each) from the gradient orientation histogram, we get a total of
85*9=768 features of PHOG. So these 768 PHOG features are
added with the 256 features of CoMOGrad giving us the new
novel feature vector of length 1021. The Euclidean distance
of two features is used as the measure of dissimilarity of
structures being compared.
C. Measurement of CoMOGPhog Score
Suppose, fq and fi denote the feature vectors of the query
protein q and a protein i in the database and N is the length
of the features. Then the distance score diq of protein q and i
would be calculated according to Equationn 1.
diq =
√√√√
N∑
j=1
(|fq[j]− fi[j]|)2 (1)
Clearly, the above distance measure can be calculated
in O(N) time where N = 1021, the size of our feature
vector. As the feature length is independent of the number of
alpha carbons, comparison time doesn’t vary with the protein
length. So, when the features are preprocessed and stored in
a database, this method guaranties high scalability. To search
nearest structures from a given database, our method needs to
compute diq for each protein i in the database and then sort
the results to rank them.
D. Experimental Dataset
We experimented on 9389 SCOP [27], [28] domains (pro-
tein structure) and compared our method with SP-Score and
TM-Score. In this dataset, there are respectively 624, 1138,
2368 distinct folds, super-families and families available. The
list of these domains are listed in the supplementary files.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To experimentally verify the statistical significance and
performance of structure comparison using the CoMOGPhog
score, we have examined a series of well known and widely
used statistical measures. These are Posterior probability or
P-Value, Mathews Correlation Coefficient (MCC), Receiver
Operating Characteristics (ROC), Sensitivity and Specificity.
Subsequently, we have compared our results with those of
TM-Score and SP-Score. We have taken 9389 protein chains
which gives 9389C2 pairs. We have computed pairwise score
using CoMOGPhog Score, TM-Score and SP-Score. For the
latter two, we have used the code provided by the authors in
their websites. Implementation of our method is available at
http://github.com/rezaulnkarim/CoMOGPhogExtractor.
We are taking the Structural Classification of Proteins
extended (SCOPe) 2.03 classification [28] for the comparison
of CoMOGPhog SCore, TM-Score and SP-Score. There are
six classifications (Class, Fold, SuperFamily, Family, Protein
and Species) which are made from experimentally determined
protein structure. We are considering ‘Family’ as its based on
sequence meaning proteins in the same family have similarity
in their sequence. Though Superfamily (and Fold, Class)
classifications are more based on the structure of the protein
(as well as our feature), we are still considering Family for an
unbiased comparison over the current state of the art methods.
A. Experimental Results
1) Result for SuperFamily Classification: Though we did
not consider SuperFamily classification for comparing our
Fig. 2: Combined statistics of our method CoMOGPhog
score for SuperFamily classification for binary classifier
discriminant threshold at score=0.011
method with TM-Score and SP-Score, our results for Super-
Family is shown in Figure 2. In this experiment, for binary
classifier discriminant threshold at score=0.011, MCC value is
nearly 0.9, P-value is near 0.84, Sensitivity is near 0.86 and
Specificity is near 1 for CoMOGPhog Score. We further use
these measurement techniques to compare our method with
TM-Score and SP-Score on Family classification.
2) Family Match Posterior Probability or P-Value: Pos-
terior probability or P-Value for a family is defined as the
probability of being in the same family for a specific score
(CoMOGPhog Score, SP-Score or TM-Score). Using Bayes
Theorem, we calculate P-Value using Equation 2.
P (FamilyMatch|score = d) =
P (FamilyMatch, score = d)
P (score = d)
(2)
We have plotted line graph for family match posterior prob-
ability for CoMOGPhog Score, SP-Score and TM-Score for all
the (9389C2) pairs in Fig. 3. From the posterior probability or
P-Value, the goodness of a distance or score measure can be
justified. For a binary classifier discriminant function, in the
ideal case, the discriminant function will divide the region into
two parts with a vertical line at a specific value of discriminant
function, say d. Then P-value will be near to 1 below d and
near to 0 above d or vice versa. In other words, ideally, the
plot should be like a step function, either step down or step
up, depending on the definition of the discriminant function.
For SP-Score and TM-Score, the higher the value, the more is
the similarity. So, the plot of P-Value is expected to be like a
step up function. On the contrary, for the CoMOGPhog score,
the smaller the distance, the more is the similarity in tertiary
structure implying more chance of being in the same family.
So, the plot of P-Value for CoMOGPhog score is expected to
be like a step down function. From Figure 3(a) it is clearly
evident that our score can fix a discriminant distance value d
(nearly 0.011) below which P-Value is near to 1 and above
which P-Value is near to 0. And the plot is nearly like a step
down function. From Figure 3(c), it is clear that for TM-Score,
such a point can’t precisely be fixed. And in spite of showing
a step up-like trend, the plot of TM-Score is not really a step
function as it exhibits too much fluctuations. Similar traits are
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Fig. 3: Plot of posterior probability of family match against (a) CoMOGPhog-score (b) SP-Score and (c) TM-Score.
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Fig. 4: Plot of MCC values against (a) CoMOGPhog-Score (b) SP-Score and (c) TM-Score values.
found in the case of SP-Score (see Figure 3(b)). This clearly
indicates the superiority of CoMOGPhog score over SP-Score
and TM-Score in terms of family match.
3) Mathews Correlation Coefficient for Binary Classifica-
tion: The Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) is widely
used in machine learning as a measure of the quality of
binary (two-class) classifications. It takes true-false positives
and negatives into account. MCC is generally regarded as a
balanced measure which can be used even if the classes are of
different sizes. The MCC is in essence a correlation coefficient
between the observed and predicted binary classifications.
It returns a value between -1 and +1. A coefficient of +1
represents a perfect prediction, 0 indicates that the prediction
is no better than random and -1 indicates total disagreement
between prediction and observation. The computation of MCC
is done using Equation 3.
MCC =
TP × TN − FP × FN√
(TP + FP )× (TP + FN)× (TN + FP )× (TN + FN)
(3)
To examine the performance of binary classifiers designed
with SP-Score, TM-Score and CoMOGPhog score as discrim-
inants, we have evaluated MCC values with binary classifier
discriminant/partition at various values of the scores. For a
good classifier, the MCC plot will be a convex plot with peak at
the point of best discriminant value. From Fig. 4, it is clear that
MCC plot for CoMOGPhog score and SP-Score are convex
and both have peak values at nearly 0.94 at distance 0.011 for
CoMOGPhog score and distance 0.68 for SP-Score.
Also Fig. 4 (c) depicts that MCC plot for TM-Score is convex
and has peak value at nearly 0.65 near at TM-Score value
= 0.78. This observation suggests the superiority of binary
classifier for family with CoMOGPhog score over TM-Score.
And it is clear that the MCC plot of CoMOGPhog score is
more convex than that of both SP-Score and TM-Score which
clearly suggests the superiority of the former.
4) Receiver operating characteristic: In statistics, a re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC) or an ROC curve is
a graphical plot that illustrates the performance of a binary
classifier system as its discrimination threshold is varied. The
curve is created by plotting the true positive rate (also known as
the sensitivity in biomedical informatics and recall in machine
learning) against the false positive rate (specificity, fall-out)
at various threshold settings. The ROC curve is thus the
sensitivity as a function of fall-out. The more the curve is in the
upper left region and the steeper the curve, the better the score
function. We have plotted ROC curve for the binary classifier
systems using SP-Score, TM-Score and CoMOGPhog score as
the discrimination threshold is varied. From Fig. 5, it is clearly
evident that our score is slightly better than both TM-Score and
SP-Score in this regard.
5) Discussion: From all the statistical measures considered
above, it is evident that CoMOGPhog score performs well
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Fig. 5: Receiver operating characteristic curve for (a) CoMOGPhog-Score, (b) TM-Score and (b) SP-Score
corresponding to TM-Score and SP-Score with regards to
computing protein tertiary structure (dis)similarity. And, more
importantly, both TM-Score and SP-Score needs to compute
an alignment matrix first to calculate the alignment score.
The beauty of CoMOGPhog score is that there is no need to
find an alignment first. More specifically, CoMOGPhog score
can be simply calculated by computing the rmsd of a feature
set without even aligning two structures. This speeds up the
computation dramatically. Also, since CoMOGPhog score is
based on a fixed length feature vector, the comparison time
doesn’t vary with the protein length.
However there are some parameters used for feature ex-
traction which can be further experimented. The parameter for
CoMOgrad is number of bins for gradient angle orientation
quantization bin which is used 16 empirically. The parameters
for PHOG are depth of quad tree which is used 3 and number
of bins for gradient angle orientation quantization bin which is
used 9. Both of these values are defined empirically. We expect
by fine tuning these parameters with extensive experiments,
both the qualitative and quantitative statistical significance and
precision of our method can be further improved. We expect
to include those fine tuning in our future works.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented CoMOGPhog score, which
is a novel and computationally efficient scoring scheme for
structural classification and pairwise similarity measurement.
CoMOGPhog score proivides more significant score than TM-
Score and SP-Score in terms of family match of pairs of
protein structures and other statistical measurements. Our score
is dependent on novel features extracted from protein distance
matrices and is inspired from pattern recognition and computer
vision. The effectiveness of our method is tested on standard
benchmark structures.
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